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    Broad Line Region Size?Broad Line Region Size?

R. Blandford

unresolved

radius:
- 10-4 ...10-1 pc
- 1 .... 100 light days

at a dist. of 50 Mpc (Virgo):
spatial resolution

4 x 10-5 ... 4 x 10-3  ''
(0.04  ... 4. mas)



  

    Broad Line Region Structure?Broad Line Region Structure?

 Emmering, Blandford, Shlosman,1992

H, FeII, MgII

HeI,II, CIV

Collin-Souffrin et al., 1990

Two component BLR? Radiatively accelerated clouds
in hydromagnetic wind?



  

              --Extension, StructureExtension, Structure
                --GeometryGeometry
                --and Kinematicsand Kinematics  of the central of the central 

      Broad Line Region in AGNBroad Line Region in AGN

- Black Hole Mass

Study of Variability:

in NGC5548, Mrk110



  

      High and low state spectra of NGC5548High and low state spectra of NGC5548

1989

1993



  

    BLR: Idealized ModelBLR: Idealized Model

Response of BLR clouds on continuum flashes

Isodelay surfaces

Delay by light travel time effectsBLR stratification



  

    BLR: Continuum BLR: Continuum  integ. H integ. Hββline variabilityline variability

B. Peterson et al., 2002         

1989 - 2001

1989         

NGC 5548

Hβ delay ~ 20 light days
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    BLR size and stratification in NGC5548BLR size and stratification in NGC5548
peak to peak 
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BLR size and stratification in NGC5548BLR size and stratification in NGC5548

Peterson, Wandel, 1999

Time lag (CCFs centroids) for various emission lines

higher ionized lines: - broader line widths
                                  - faster response



  

       HET variability campaign of Mrk110HET variability campaign of Mrk110

Mean spectrum of Mrk110 
for 24 epochs from Nov. 1999 through
 May 2000

Rms spectrum

- the rms spectrum shows the
variable part of the spectrum

Kollatschny et al., 2001

9.2m  Hobby-Eberly Telescope at McDonald Observatory
S/N >100



  

      HET variability campaign of Mrk110HET variability campaign of Mrk110

Continuum and integrated
 emission line (Balmer, HeII
 and HeI) light curves 

1999 Nov. - 2000 May

Kollatschny et al., 2001



  

    BLR size and structure - HET variab. campaignBLR size and structure - HET variab. campaign

CCF functions of HeII, HeI and
Balmer line light curves with 
continuum light curve.

Mkn110

stratification



  

     Central Black Hole Mass in Mrk110Central Black Hole Mass in Mrk110

Assumption: 
emission line clouds 
are gravitationally bound by
 central object

cτ = mean dist. of
        line em. clouds

V = vel.disp. of clouds
      (from rms line width)

f = factor (½ - 5.5)
      (unknown geometry               and kinematics)

Kollatschny et al., 2001, 2003

Normalized rms line profiles in velocity space



  

Central Black Hole Masses in  AGN Central Black Hole Masses in  AGN 

Black hole mass vs. luminosity for AGN

     BH mass for 35 reverberation mapped AGN.

Peterson et al., 2004
--- : lines of constant mass to luminosity ratio
open circles: NLSy1



  

                BLR kinematics - line profile variationsBLR kinematics - line profile variations

Ulrich et al., 1984

accr. disk

Information about kinematics:
- from emission line profile variations
- from line profiles



  

    BLR Kinematics: Idealized ModelBLR Kinematics: Idealized Model
Influence of BLR motions on line profile variations

outflow



  

Theory : BLR kinematics - line profile variationsTheory : BLR kinematics - line profile variations

Welsh & Horne, 1991
Horne et al.,  2004

accr. disk
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vel. [km/s].

theoretical emission line profile
 variations to derive 
2-dim. velocity-delay maps 

velocity-delay maps for
 different flows



  

    BLR kinematics and accretion disk structureBLR kinematics and accretion disk structure

Light curves of the continuum,
 of the Hβ line
 center, and of different blue
 and red line wing segments 

Kollatschny & Bischoff  2002

∆v = 400 km/s

center

600-600

-1200 1200

-2000 2000

cont
Mean Hβ line profile of
Mrk110 in
 velocity space 



  

    BLR: Accretion disk structure in Mrk110BLR: Accretion disk structure in Mrk110

 2-D CCF : correlation of Hβ line
 profile segments with cont.
 variations (grey scale)

Contours of  correlation coefficient 
at levels of .85 to .925 (solid lines).

Dashed curves: theoretical escape 
velocity envelopes for  masses of
 0.5, 1., 2. 107 MO (from bottom to top).

Kollatschny  2003a

Theoretical velocity-delay maps for different flows:
 Keplerian disk BLR model: fast response of both
 outer line wings

Welsh & Horne 1991, Horne et al. 2004

Velocity-delay map

Echo image



  

Velocity-delay maps: accretion disk structure Velocity-delay maps: accretion disk structure 
 

Kollatschny  2003

Keplerian disk BLR model: fast 
response of both outer line wings

   Solid line: innermost radius at 5 ld

2-D CCF : correlation of Hβ, HeI, HeII line profile segments 
with continuum variations (grey scale).



  

       BLR: Accretion disk wind in Mrk110BLR: Accretion disk wind in Mrk110

Disk wind model of BLR: Slightly faster and stronger resonse of red wing

2-D CCF: velocity-delay map

Time delay of blue line wing  to red
 line wing as function of dist. to line 
center

Outer line wings: inner BLR

Disk driven outflow models compared to spherical wind models:
velocity decreases with radius (rather than the other way around)

Chiang & Murray, 1996

Koenigl & Kartje, 1994



  

Koenigl & Kartje 1994

Kollatschny 2003a

accretion disk wind in Mrk110accretion disk wind in Mrk110

BLR Structure and Kinematics in Mrk110



  

    BLR: Accretion disk structure in Mrk110BLR: Accretion disk structure in Mrk110

Kollatschny  2003a

Velocity-delay mapMean Hβ line profile of Mrk110 in
 velocity space
(no indication for accretion disk from line profile)

Information about accretion disk structure in Mrk110:
from line profile variations (not from line profiles)



  

    BLR: Accretion disk structure in 3C390.3BLR: Accretion disk structure in 3C390.3

Shapovalova et al.  2010, Popovic et al. 2011

Spectra of 3C390.3 close to maximum (2007)
 and minimum (1997) 

Modeled Hα ,Hβ line profiles for 
different disk parameters

Information about accretion disk 
structure in 3C390.3 from shape of 
line profiles



  

    BLR: Accretion disk structure in 3C390.3BLR: Accretion disk structure in 3C390.3

Shapovalova et al.  2010, Popovic et al. 2011

Spectra of 3C390.3 close to maximum (2007)
 and minimum (1997) 

Time delay of individual Hβ line 
segments with respect to 
continuum light curve
(1995-2002: squares,
 2003-2007: triangles)

Information about accretion disk structure in 3C390.3 also from 
line profile variations



  

  Line profile studies: Line profile studies: BLR structure & kinematicsBLR structure & kinematics  

Peterson et al.,  2004

Black hole mass estimations for 35 AGNs based on improved line-width 
measurements  (FWHM, line dispersion σ) of the mean and rms line profiles of Hβ 
 



  

          HHββ line-width ratio FWHM/ line-width ratio FWHM/σσ versus  versus σσ  

The open and filled circles correspond respectively to values based on mean and 
rms spectra.                                                                                                                            
The vertical line at σ = 2000 km/s approximates the division of Sulentic et al. (2000) into 
Populations A ( left) and B ( right).                                                                                          
The horizontal line at 2.35 divides the samples into Populations 1 ( lower) and 2 ( upper)        
 (Collin et al., 2006).

Peterson, 2004, data set

The horizontal line at 2.35 is the value 
of the ratio for a Gaussian profile.

http://www.aanda.org/index.php?option=com_article&access=standard&Itemid=129&url=/articles/aa/full/2006/34/aa4878-06/aa4878-06.right.html#Sul00


  

    

Collin et al.,  2006

The Hβ line-width ratio FWHM/σ versus σ     
    (mean & rms spectra).

Relationship between FWHM and σ 
depends on the line profile:

                              FWHM/σ
- rectangular fct.        3.46
- edge-on rotat. ring   2.83
- triangular fct.           2.45
- Gaussian profile       2.35
- Lorentzian profile     → 0.

HHββ line-width ratio FWHM/ line-width ratio FWHM/σσ versus  versus σσ  



  

    

Collin et al.,  2006

  The Hβ line-width ratio FWHM/σ versus σ  
  (mean & rms profiles).

The Hβ line-width ratio FWHM/σ versus FWHM 
(rms profiles) – more continuos.                    
Mean profiles contaminated by narrow line 
components. 

Kollatschny & Zetzl,  2011, Nature 470

Peterson et al.,  2004, data set

      HHββ line-width ratio  line-width ratio FWHM/FWHM/σσ versus  versus σσ as well as  as well as FWHMFWHM  



  

    

Line profile FWHM/σ versus  linewidth 
(FWHM as well as σ) correlations.

Kollatschny & Zetzl,  2011, Nature 470

HHββ line-width ratio  line-width ratio FWHM/FWHM/σσ versus  versus σσ as well as  as well as FWHMFWHM  



  

    

The HeIIλ4686 line-width ratio FWHM/σ 
versus FWHM (rms profiles).

The CIVλ1550 line-width ratio FWHM/σ versus 
FWHM (rms profiles).  

Kollatschny & Zetzl,  2011, Nature 470

Different emission lines show similar – however unequal – line profile 
relations.  

HHeII and CIVeII and CIV line-width ratios  line-width ratios FWHM/FWHM/σσ versus versus  FWHMFWHM  

Peterson, 2004, data set:



  

        Modeling of observed line profile relations Modeling of observed line profile relations   

Rotational broadening of Gaussian profiles.      
The line widths of the Gaussian profiles (FWHM) 
correspond to 500, 1000,..., 8000 km/s (from top to 
bottom). The associated rotational velocities range 
from 1000 to 7000 km/s (from left to right).  FWHM/
σ always larger than 2.35.

 

   
Kollatschny & Zetzl,  2011, Nature 470

                 in simple way by multiple combinations of profiles.
        
  Observed and theoretical Hβ line-width ratios FWHM/σ versus FWHM

Lorentzian profiles convolved with 
Gaussian profiles.                                   
The line widths of the Lorentzian profiles 
(FWHM) correspond to 50, 100, 500, 1000, 
2000, 3000 km/s (from top to bottom). The 
widths of the Gaussian profiles correspond to 
1000 to 9000 km/s (from left to right). 



  

    

Rotational broadening of Lorentzian Hβ 
line profile  (v

turb
 = 500 km/s).    

Tests: Theoretical line broadening of Lorentzian profiles due to rotation.

Rotational broadening of Lorentzian 
CIVλ1550 line profile  (v

turb
 = 3000 km/s).  

Modeling of observed line profile relations Modeling of observed line profile relations 



  

  Observed and modeled HObserved and modeled Hββ line widths ratios line widths ratios  

Dashed curves: rotational line broadened Lorentzian profiles (FWHM = 300, 500, 
700 km/s). Rotational velocities range from 1000 to 7000 km/s. 

Kollatschny & Zetzl,  2011, Nature 470

                               FWHM/σ versus linewidth FWHM



  

    

  

HeIIλ4686 CIVλ1550

                                  FWHM/σ versus linewidth FWHM

Dashed curves: theoretical linewidth ratios of 
rotational line broadened Lorentzian profiles 
(FWHM = 800, 1000, 1200 km/s). Rotational 
velocities range from 1000 to 7000 km/s. 

Dashed curves: theoretical linewidth ratios of 
rotational line broadened Lorentzian profiles 
(FWHM = 2000, 3000, 4000 km/s). 
Rotational velocities range from 1000 to 
7000 km/s.

Observed and modeled HObserved and modeled HeII and CIVeII and CIV line widths ratios line widths ratios



  

  Line profile studies: BLR structure & kinematicsLine profile studies: BLR structure & kinematics  

Deviations from general trend: by e.g. orientation effects of line-emitting accretion disk:        
an incliened accretion disk leads to smaller linewidths owing to projection effects while the 
FWHM/σ remains constant (e.g. Mrk110 marked by a cross (i ~ 21°)).

Observed and modeled Hβ line-width ratios FWHM/σ versus linewidth FWHM.



  

  Line profile studies: BLR structure & kinematicsLine profile studies: BLR structure & kinematics  

Characteristic turbulent velocities belong to individual emission lines  
in BLR of all AGN:

     - Hβ              :  500 ± 200 km/s

     - HeIIλ4686  : 1000 ± 200 km/s

     - CIVλ1550   : 3000 ± 1000 km/s

Individual emission lines originate at different distances from center (rev. 
mapping): →

            Turbulent velocity varies as function of distance to center.



  

  Observed and modeled HObserved and modeled Hββ line widths ratios line widths ratios  

 

                               FWHM/σ versus linewidth FWHM

                      In all AGN:  Hβ turbulent velocity ~ 500 km/s                                                        
                       Rotation velocity different in individual galaxies: 500 – 7000 km/s



  

  Line profile studies: BLR structure & kinematicsLine profile studies: BLR structure & kinematics  

From accretion disk theory (e.g. Pringle, 1981):

  H(eight) / R(adius) = 1/α  * v
turb

/ v
rot                         

α = (const.) viscosity parameter

→ fast rotating broad line AGN:      geometrically thin accretion disk

→ slow rotating narrow line AGN:   geometrically thick accretion disk

Different Hβ line widths → different rotational vel. → different BLR geometries:

Eigenvector 1 correlation between linewidth, strong FeII emision, soft X-ray 
excess: due to different BLR/disk geometries

Kollatschny & Zetzl,  2011, Nature 470



  



  

  Scale Sizes of an AGNScale Sizes of an AGN

R. Blandford



  

      BLR size and stratification in Mrk110BLR size and stratification in Mrk110

Normalized rms line profiles in
 velocity space

Mean distances of the line emitting
 regions from central ionizing source
as function of FWHM in rms profiles.

The rms spectrum  shows the
variable part of the spectrum

The dotted and dashed lines correspond to 
virial masses of .8 - 2.9 107MO  

(from bottom to top).



  

    BLR: Accretion disk structure in Mrk110BLR: Accretion disk structure in Mrk110

Kollatschny  2003a

Velocity-delay map
 Mean Hβ line profile of Mrk110
 in velocity space



  

      HST Image of NGC5548HST Image of NGC5548

NGC5548

V  = 13.7
MV= -20.7
z  = 0.017
FWHM(Hβ)=4400 km s-1

25 x 30 arcsec



  

      BLR size and stratification in Mrk110BLR size and stratification in Mrk110

Mrk110

V  = 15.4
MV= -20.6
z  = 0.036
FWHM(Hβ)=1680 km s-1

tidal arm: 35kpc



  

      HET variability campaign of Mrk110HET variability campaign of Mrk110

Mrk110 spectra taken between 1999 Nov. and 2000 May

9.2m  Hobby-Eberly Telescope at McDonald Observatory
S/N >100

long-term continuum light curve

1987 2000



  

    The inner BLR structure in Mrk110The inner BLR structure in Mrk110

=opt.:opt.:

X-ray: 0.34 ld  = 21 rX-ray: 0.34 ld  = 21 r
SS

i = 21°±10



  

Theory : BLR kinematics - line profile variationsTheory : BLR kinematics - line profile variations

Chiang & Murray, 1996

optically thick accretion disk models: single lined profiles



  

  Scale Sizes of an AGNScale Sizes of an AGN

R. Blandford

1pc = 3.3 ly = 1190. ld = 3∙1018 cm

HST : 0.1“ ≅ 2pc 



  

  Central Black Hole Mass M(grav) in Mrk110Central Black Hole Mass M(grav) in Mrk110

Central black hole mass in Mrk110 derived from gravitational redshift. 

   R = cτ τ= mean dist. of line em. clouds
        

Observed shifts of rms profiles identified as gravitational redshift: 



  

Theory : BLR kinematics - line profile variationsTheory : BLR kinematics - line profile variations

Welsh & Horne, 1991

accr. disk

velocity-delay maps (echo images) for thin Keplerian disk BLR mod.
viewed at inclination angles of 90 deg (edge on), 60, 30, 5 deg.



  

      Balmer line averaged BLR size in AGNBalmer line averaged BLR size in AGN

 Kaspi et al. 2004

Relationship between luminosity and broad-line region size

But intrinsic scatter due to: BLR density, column density, ionizing spectral energy distribution, ....? 

    

photoion. theory:

Q = hydrogen-ionizing photons emitted per sec
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